VOYAGE

wide width wallpaper
Taking inspiration from a bountiful library of flourishing flora and fauna and quintessential country living, the Voyage Country Collection is a celebration of British heritage. Skilfully painted in Voyage’s signature watercolour aesthetic, this charming collection is abundant with engaging narrative.
MORNING CHORUS

Charming garden birds are nestled amongst the blooming spring hedgerows in this flourishing painterly design.
HEDGEROW

A blooming botanical composition of wildflowers in abundant display, painted in delicate washes of pretty watercolour hues.
SCURRY OF SQUIRRELS

Mischiefous red squirrels, scurry busily along climbing branches, collecting their Autumn bounty.
A Noble thistle, intricately drawn and displayed proudly in a formal half-drop composition.
Inspired by the Scottish Highlands, this iconic Tartan check is a grand statement wallpaper.
The Collage Wallpaper collection is an exciting anthology of vivacious pattern; drawing inspiration from Scandinavian folk art, creating a rich fantasy world full of artistic charm.
SAMUI

Illustrative feathers hand painted with intricate detailing in a simple contemporary arrangement.
NADA

Lively and playful pattern, a perfect coordinate celebrated in a spectrum of vivacious colour palettes.
Mawar Carnival  Mawar Citrus  Mawar Fern

Mawar Grape  Mawar Indigo  Mawar Lotus

Mawar Mango  Mawar Peacock  Mawar Raspberry

Mawar Sky  Mawar Tangerine

Simba Citrus  Simba Cobalt  Simba Fern  Simba Grape

Simba Indigo  Simba Lime  Simba Lotus  Simba Mango

Simba Pomegranate  Simba Peacock  Simba Pacific  Simba Raspberry

Simba Sky  Simba Tangerine  Simba Watermelon
RAJA

An exuberant bohemian paisley, vibrantly painted using textile inks to create dynamic movement and beautiful organic colour blends.
From fallen leaves to frozen waterfalls and celestial skyscapes, Voyage Alchemy takes inspiration from the mystical elements of nature, in a collection that exudes elegance and luxury.
NELUMBO

A luxuriant verdure of iridescent Lotus leaves are layered in this splendid statement paper.
GALATEA

An alluring dreamscape of irregular painterly horizontal stripes in six tranquil colour palettes.
The Iridescence Collection is an exploration into luminous colour, light refractions and crystalline transparencies.

Beautifully presented in a lively and lustrous collection of fabulous florals with an expressive modern painterly style.
Hopea Peony

A carnival of colour and pattern!

This cheerful collection was designed using acrylic paints and generous brushstrokes resulting in a charming artistic aesthetic.

This imaginative collection will bring a blithe sprit to lighthearted interiors.
LAUSHA

A stylish ikat in a collection of ten fresh contemporary colours.
A sophisticated collection of stylish damasks in a tranquil pastel colour palette.

Intricately drawn designs, full of curving shapes and composed detailing, this serene collection will bring a feeling of harmony and balance to any interior.